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History of uproot

Project started by Jim Pivarski in 2017 as a temporary replacement for Bulk I/O.

uproot 1 could read TTrees with single leaf branches and fully split C++ objects stored in a TTree.

By the end of 2017, uproot 2 was released following the release of uproot 1.6.3.

uproot 2 had a lot of the things users now associate with uproot like JaggedArrays.

This is where I come in...
Hi!

I worked under the supervision of Jim Pivarski as a DIANA-HEP fellow in summer, 2018.

uproot could now write ROOT files with TObjStrings (for debugging) and histograms.

uproot 3.0 is released. Jim modularized uproot with array handling being split out into the awkward-array package and object methods into uproot-methods.

I came back as an IRIS-HEP fellow in summer, 2019 and added TTree writing functionality to uproot.
uproot is *just* ROOT I/O

uproot is strictly concerned with ROOT I/O – all other functionality is handled by other libraries.

**Diagram:**
- **uproot**: At the top, representing the layer most users interact with.
- **uproot-methods**: Below uproot, indicating where physics methods are read from ROOT files.
- **awkward-array**: Below uproot-methods, for array manipulation beyond numpy with Jagged and Lazy Arrays.
- **numpy**: Further below, as a foundational library.
- **cachetools** and **lz4**: At the base, indicating additional layers or dependencies.
A lot of people are using uproot
A lot of people are using uproot
A lot of people are using uproot
Similar to uproot, Go-HEP has a pure Go implementation of ROOT I/O (part of a larger ecosystem).

Author – Sebastien Binet

Both the reading and writing code of uproot are heavily inspired by Go-HEP.

uproot and Go-HEP announced file writing around the same time in 2018.

More recently, I looked at Go-HEP’s implementation of ROOT’s WriteObjectAny() to implement one in uproot for writing TTrees and Histogram bin labels.
uproot writing

uproot writing is aimed at the end-user physicist:

• uproot writing has a more limited scope than uproot reading – Object types useful for analysis like histograms, TTrees, TLorentzVectors and std::vectors. (Currently able to write strings, histograms and TTrees)

Not complex types like AODs.

• Optimized for “write-once”, not “file as a database” or “partial write recovery”.

• Single threaded writing.

• Simple dict-like interfaces wherever possible.
To write to a ROOT file in uproot, the file must be opened for writing using `uproot.create`, `uproot.recreate` or `uproot.update`.

Compression is set by `uproot.ZLIB(n)`, `uproot.LZMA(n)`, `uproot.LZ4(n)` or `None` (where n is the compression level).

```python
file = uproot.recreate("tmp.root", compression=uproot.ZLIB(4))
```

File acts like a Python dict where the key is the TKey name and the value is the object being written.

```python
file["name"] = "Some object, like a TObjString."
```
Writing histograms

Histograms (1D, 2D, 3D, TProfile, TProfile2D, TProfile3D) can be written in the same way.

uproot also recognizes numpy histograms, which may have come from other libraries.

```python
file["from_numpy"] = numpy.histogram(numpy.random.normal(0, 1, 10000))
```

```plaintext
# # # [-inf, -3.6179) 0 # # [-3.6179, -2.8738) 22 # [-2.8738, -2.1296) 127 ** # [-2.1296, -1.3854) 632 ********** # [-1.3854, -0.64124) 1014 ************ # [-0.64124, 0.10294) 2851 ****************** # [0.10294, 0.84711) 2602 ****************** # [0.84711, 1.5913) 1391 ****************** # [1.5913, 2.3355) 464 ********** # [2.3355, 3.0796) 85 ** # [3.0796, 3.8238) 12 # [3.8238, inf] 0 #
```

(More details in uproot README)
Writing TTrees – 2 phases

• Declaration phase

```python
file = uproot.recreate("example.root")
file["tree"] = uproot.newtree({'"branch1": int,
    "branch2": numpy.int32,
    "branch3": uproot.newbranch(numpy.float64, title="My title"}
```  

• Filling phase

```python
file["tree").extend({'"branch1": numpy.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5]),
    "branch2": [11, 12, 13, 14, 15],
    "branch3": numpy.array([21, 22, 23, 24, 25])})
```
The suggested interface of writing baskets to the TTree using the extend method.

```python
#Same as previous slide
file["tree"]').extend({"branch1": numpy.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5]),
    "branch2": [11, 12, 13, 14, 15],
    "branch3": numpy.array([21, 22, 23, 24, 25])})
```

The extend method takes a dictionary where key is the name of the branch and the value of the dictionary numpy array of a list of data to be written to the file.

REMEMBER TO ADD EQUAL NUMBER OF ENTRIES TO EACH BRANCH!

```python
file["tree"]').extend({"branch1": numpy.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5]),
    "branch2": [11, 12, 13],
    "branch3": numpy.array([21, 22, 23, 24])})
```

```
Exception Traceback (most recent call last)
<ipython-input-5-6280911ee6cb> in <module>
   1 file["tree"]').extend({"branch1": numpy.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5]),
   2     "branch2": [11, 12, 13],
      ----> 3     "branch3": numpy.array([21, 22, 23, 24])})
~/uproot/uproot/write/objects/TTree.py in extend(self, branchdict)
  83     first = next(values)
  84     if all(len(first) == len(value) for value in values) == False:
--> 85         raise Exception("Baskets of all branches should have the same length"
  86  
  87 #Convert to numpy arrays of required dtype

Exception: Baskets of all branches should have the same length
```
If you want, you can write a basket to only one branch. But remember to add equal number of basket data to the other branches as well because ROOT assumes that all branches have equal number of basket data and will not read the non-uniform baskets.

```cpp
f["tree"]['branch1'].newbasket([1, 2, 3])
```

Add 3 more basket data to branch2 and branch3!

```cpp
f["tree"]['branch2'].newbasket([11, 12, 13])
f["tree"]['branch3'].newbasket([21, 22, 23])
```

The newbasket method does not(cannot) perform any checks on whether the number of basket data being added to the branches are equal in length or even if basket data is being added to all the branches.

Be careful when using this method!
Baskets can be compressed using a similar interface to the one used when compressing the file.

Baskets are compressed according to the file compression, when no compression is specified.

‘compression’ parameter can be set at the
• TTree level

```python
f["t"] = uproot.newtree(branchdict, compression=uproot.LZ4(4))
```

• TBranch level

```python
branchdict = {"Branch": uproot.newbranch("i4", compression=uproot.LZMA(3))}
```

Each branch can have its own compression algorithm.

Baskets are compressed according to the tree compression if no Branch compression is specified.
Users reported several issues -

- Root file, written with uproot, number of events in tree issue
  #359 opened 9 days ago by marinang

- Root file, written with uproot, size issue
  #345 by marinang was closed 6 days ago

- Error reading with uproot root files, with TBranch, written with uproot
  #340 by marinang was closed 20 days ago

- Reading a file written with uproot: TBranchCache::(AddBranch,DropBranch): unknown branch
  #352 by douglasdavis was closed 8 days ago

.. and others.

Resulted in several improvements -

- Resize all other branches when one branch overflows
  #368 by reikda was merged 6 days ago • Approved

- TBranch leaves now holds references to leaves of all branches correctly
  #361 by reikda was merged 8 days ago • Approved

- Issue352
  #350 by reikda was merged 10 days ago • Approved

- Fix issue340
  #343 by reikda was merged 20 days ago
Implementing baskets with Jagged Arrays is simply an extension of the current interface.

Serialization of Jagged Arrays is almost understood (by Jim) -

Offsets – 32 bit integers that indicate the starting byte of each entry.

Only thing left to learn – The 2 blocks of 4 bytes, marked x in the above diagram.

(Should be able to implement once I get a break from school, on some free weekend or if a user stresses that they need it!)
We don’t have plans for introducing any major new features to uproot. There are some bug fixes/corner cases or features that are nice to have -

1. Write TTrees with multi-dimensional array data
2. Write TTrees with Jagged Array data
3. Unable to compress data larger than $2^{24}$ bytes
4. ROOT cannot append objects to empty files created by uproot
5. Objects written by uproot and ROOT are read in a different “cycle” order by ROOT
6. Nested TDirectories
7. Write more histogram, profile, and graph types
8. Block management

Contributions welcome!
• Currently, the ROOT TBaskets are as large as the arrays you give to the extend method.

• Do you want an intermediate interface to accumulate arrays before writing them as a single basket to the ROOT file?
Concluding Remarks

• uproot can write TObjStrings, histograms, TTrees with flat data and TTrees with jagged arrays (soon?).

• uproot is in maintenance mode.

• No major features planned for the future.

• uproot 4 coming in early 2020 when the current awkward-array will be replaced by awkward1.0 currently being written by Jim.

Transition `import awkward` → `import awkward0`
and `import awkward1` → `import awkward` in early 2020.
THANK YOU!